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Sammlungen von Biographien

African American Women Writers of the 19th Century
American Authors on the Web M. Matsuoka (Nagoya Univ.)
AmericanPoems.com Your Poetry Site (mit Websites zu einzelnen Lyrikern)
American Realism: Authors Links auf biographische Infos und auf Texte
American Writers C-Span: biographische Infos zu amerikanischen Autoren (1600-1975)
List of Asian American Writers Wikipedia
Authors Discussed in the Victorian Web
British Women Romantic Poets, 1789-1832 this digital collection presents hundreds of works by British women writing from 1789 to 1832
British and Irish Authors on the Web M. Matsuoka (Nagoya Univ.)
Cairns Collection of American Women Writers to 1920: Author List Univ. of Wisconsin-Madison
Contemporary Writers in the UK zeitgen. britische Schriftsteller - British Council
Index to Literature Sites Web English Teacher
Library of Southern Literature: Collection of Electronic Texts Bibliography of Authors A - Z
Luminarium engl. Schriftsteller des Mittelalters, der Renaissance, des 17. Jahrhunderts
The Mississippi Writers Page Browse by Author
Native American Authors Internet Public Library: „...provides information on Native North American authors with bibliographies of their published works, biographical information, and links to online resources“
The Poets Modern American Poetry
The Web of American Transcendentalism Authors and Texts, Bibliography, Resources

Einzelne Autoren (Auswahl)

Achebe, Chinua

Chinua Achebe - Things Fall Apart Invitation to World Literature

Adams, John Quincy

The Diaries of John Quincy Adams digitalisiert von der Massachusetts Historical Society
Addams, Jane

Jane Addams Digital Edition include letters, speeches, articles, and more. Best of all, this website is designed to allow visitors to explore these papers with ease. For example, under the documents tab, visitors can explore the collection by subject, including Jane Addams and African-Americans, Education, Hull House Residents, and World War I

Addison, Joseph

The Spectator Text Project at the Center for Electronic Texts in the Humanities The Spectator / The Tatler / Biography of Addison

Algren, Nelson


Arthus-Legende

The Camelot Project at the University of Rochester

Asimov, Isaac

Isaac Asimov Home Page

Atwood, Margaret

Margaret Atwood Luminarium

Auden, W. H.

The W. H. Auden Society commemorates the life and work of one of the greatest poets in the English language
W. H. Auden Poets.org

Austen, Jane

Jane Austen Information Page
The Jane Austen Centre in Bath
Austen Said: Patterns of Diction in Jane Austen's Major Novels ....allows users to visualize and analyze the language patterns of Austen's most popular works. Word Frequencies is a great place to start. Here, visitors can view data about the unique vocabularies of specific characters in a select novel.
Alternatively, visitors may opt to compare the vocabularies of characters with shared characteristics, such as age, gender, or character type...“


Auster, Paul


Bacon, Francis

SIX DEGREES OF FRANCIS BACON digital humanities project that allows users to examine the social networks of early modern England ... Visitors can search this visualization by person (e.g. Queen Elizabeth I, Sir Walter Raleigh, Robert Cecil) or by group (e.g. Participants in the Field of Cloth Guild, Metaphysical Poets, Puritans). From here, visitors can find out how individuals and groups were connected to others ...

Barlow, Joel

Wegener, Cornelia. Von der Transzendenz zur Immanenz : Untersuchungen zur Veränderung des Selbst- und Weltbildes in den Werken Joel Barlows Diss.: Univ. Tübingen, 2002

Barney, Natalie Clifford

Natalie Clifford Barney 1876-1972

Barth, John

John Barth Wikipedia
The John Barth Information Center An unofficial website devoted to the life and works of postmodern author John Barth

Baum, L. Frank

Oz Collection the materials here were collected by Laura Jane Musser, and they include annual meeting program notes from the International Wizard of Oz club, sheet music from Oz-related productions, catalogs, and coloring books. The digitized materials also include a number of famous books from the Oz series, such as „The Marvelous Land of Oz“ and „The Land of Oz“
Beckett, Samuel

Samuel Beckett The Beckett Circle
Laubach-Kiani, Philip: Becketts Welten im Off Diss.: Univ. München, 2004

Bede

Bede Net (an academic resource devoted to the works of the Venerable Bede)

Beecher Stowe, Harriet

Uncle Tom's Cabin & American Culture The Harriet Beecher Stowe Center

Behan, Brendan

Brendan Behan Famous People

Bellow, Saul

Saul Bellow Journal auch: Bibliography, Chronology
The Saul Bellow Society of Japan

Bentham, Jeremy

Bentham Project This website gives information on Jeremy Bentham and about the work of the Bentham Project

Beowulf

Electronic Beowulf
Beowulf A New Translation for Oral Delivery

Berger, Thomas

Thomas Berger Wikipedia

Bierce, Ambrose

The Ambrose Bierce Site
The Devil's Dictionary

Blackwood, Algernon

Algernon Blackwood

Blake, William

William Blake Info Seite dt.
Blake Digital Text Project
The William Blake Archive A hypermedia archive sponsored by the Library of Congress and supported by the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill and ...
Korn, Ulrich: Die Gewänder des Kerubim - Mnemosyne und Imagination in William Blakes Jerusalem
Diss., Ruhr-Univ. Bochum, 2002

Bloomsbury Group

Bloomsbury Tate Archive Journeys
Bloomsbury Group Wikipedia (dt.)
The Bloomsbury Group short biographies of the members

Bowles, Jane

Jane Bowles: A Short Biograpy

Bowles, Paul

The Authorized Paul Bowles Web Site

Boyle, T. C.

T. C. Boyle Official Website

Bradbury, Ray

Ray Bradbury This website, developed by Harper Collins (Bradbury’s publisher), contains a great deal of informative and entertaining material about Bradbury: ... brief biography, ... list of his literary awards...
The Center for Ray Bradbury Studies ...the website has plenty to offer, including a well-maintained news page that often features links to lectures, articles about new studies of Bradbury’s work, and notes on the continuing legacy of this great science fiction writer and humanist. The External
Resources tab is also worth a good look, as it links out to resources around the web, including a short story finder from the University of Wolverhampton, an unofficial Russian site dedicated to the author's work, and an unofficial Ray Bradbury YouTube channel

**Bratton, Henry of**

*Bracton Online* Bracton: De Legibus Et Consuetudinibus Angliæ - (Bracton on the Laws and Customs of England attributed to Henry of Bratton, c. 1210-1268)

**Brautigan, Richard**

*Richard Brautigan Bibliography and Archive* A bio-bibliographical archive for Richard Brautigan, his life, and writings

**Brontë Sisters**

*The Bronte Sisters Web* Bronte Society, Bronte Home Pages, Mailing-Lists, E-Texts ...
*The Bronte Society - The Bronte Parsonage Museum* Haworth

**Brontë, Charlotte**

*Charlotte Brontë*

**Browning, Elizabeth Barrett**

*Elizabeth Barrett Browning Project* This site presents all the version of Browning's heavily revised poems that are difficult to represent in linear print format
*The Browning Letters* images and typographical transcriptions of five collections of letters of Elizabeth Barrett Browning and Robert Browning

**Browning, Robert**

*The Browning Letters* images and typographical transcriptions of five collections of letters of Elizabeth Barrett Browning and Robert Browning

**Buck, Pearl S.**

*Pearl S. Buck* About..., Multimedia, Humanitarianism, News, Pearl S. Buck International
Bulwer-Lytton, Edward George Earl

Edward George Earl Bulwer-Lytton (1803-73) Links auf Web-Sites zum Autor

Burgess, Anthony

The International Anthony Burgess Foundation

Burns, Robert

Burns Country - The Official Robert Burns Site (mit Link zur Burns-Enzyklopädie)

Burroughs, Edgar Rice

Tarzan of the Internet

Byron, George Gordon (Lord)

Byron Chronology
The Corpse of Lord Byron: Lord Byron, Poet and Nobleman (b.1788, d.1824)

Byron, Robert

Zarrinjooee, Bahman: Travel, Robert Byron and the Metamorphosis of Self Diss., FU Berlin, 2006

Cabrera, Lydia
The Lydia Cabrera Papers Cuban Heritage Collection - Univ. of Miami

Capote, Truman
In Cold Blood: A Legacy Lawrence Journal-World

Carlyle, Thomas and Jane Welsh
The Carlyle Letters Online

Carroll, Lewis
LEWIS CARROLL HOME PAGE
The Lewis Carroll Scrapbook Collection LoC

Carter, Angela
Biography of Angela Carter

Carver, Raymond
Cather, Willa
The Willa Cather Electronic Archive

Caxton, William
Caxton's Canterbury Tales: The British Library Copies Online Edition
Caxton's Chaucer auch: Background zu W. Caxton; zwei Canterbury-Tales-Editions

Chatwin, Bruce
Bruce Chatwin - Der Nomade texte - biographie - links - bibliographie

Chaucer, Geoffrey

Geoffrey Chaucer Luminarium
The Geoffrey Chaucer Website Homepage „visitors will find the complete text of the Canterbury Tales, divided into its familiar sections, along with interlinear translations that juxtapose the original Middle English text with its modern English counterpart“
Geoffrey Chaucer Home Page
The New Chaucer Society The purpose of the New Chaucer Society is to provide a forum for teachers and scholars of Geoffrey Chaucer and his age. To advance such study, the Society organizes biennial international congresses of Chaucerians, publishes the annual Studies in the Age of Chaucer and a semiannual newsletter, and supports such important projects as the Annotated Chaucer Bibliography
Chaucer's Works
The Open Access Companion to the Canterbury Tales A new way to learn about old books
The Electronic Canterbury Tales
Caxton's Chaucer auch: Background zu Chaucer; zwei Canterbury-Tales-Editions

Chaudhuri, Amit
amit chaudhuri - music - writing The Official Website

Chopin, Kate
Kate Chopin.org The Awakening, The Storm, Stories, Biography

Christie, Agatha
Agatha Christie Page

Cohen, Leonard
The Leonard Cohen Files u.a. Bibliography, Biography, Discography, Films and Videos, Links...
Leonard Cohen Official Home Page u.a. Bio, Music, Video, Tours...

Coleridge, Samuel Taylor
Lyrical Ballads Bicentenary Project

Collins, Wilkie
The Wilkie Collins Website

Compton-Burnett, Ivy
IVY COMPTON-BURNETT Homepage

Conan Doyle, Arthur
Sherlockian.Net
The Sherlock Holmes Museum
The Chronicles of Sir Arthur Conan Doyle offers a nice selection of materials that relate the story of Doyle's own life and the many adventures of Holmes and Watson. From the main page, visitors can read about Who's Who in the elaborate world of Sherlock Holmes, browse a list of the stories featuring Holmes and Watson, and read about the death of Sherlock Holmes

Sir Arthur Conan Doyle His Life, All His Works and More
The INTERNATIONAL Exhibition of Sherlock Holmes u.a. Path to Baker St., Footsteps of Holmes
Sherlock-Holmes-Kurier Homepage der Deutschen Sherlock-Holmes-Gesellschaft

Coupland, Douglas

Crane, Hart
Hart Crane: Resources and Links

Crystal, David
David Crystal u.a. Biography

Dahl, Roald
The Official Roald Dahl Web Site

Darwin, Charles

The Complete Work of Charles Darwin Online Publications, Manuscripts, Biography
Darwin Correspondence Project Darwin exchanged letters with nearly 2000 people during his lifetime. These range from well known naturalists, thinkers, and public figures, to men and women who would be unknown today were it not for the letters they exchanged with Darwin
Charles Darwin's Library a digital edition and virtual reconstruction of the surviving books owned by Charles Darwin. This BHL special collection draws on original copies and surrogates from other libraries. It also provides full transcriptions of his annotations and marks. In this first release (2011) we provide 330 of the 1480 titles in his library, concentrating on the most heavily annotated books

Defoe, Daniel
About Daniel Defoe

DeLillo, Don

Dexter, Timothy
Lord Timothy Dexter Official Virtual Seat on the „Noue Systom of Knollege & Lite“
Timothy Dexter: A Pickle for the Knowing Ones or Plain Truth in a Homespun Dress
Timothy Dexter Wikipedia engl.

Dick, Philip K.
Philip K. Dick.com The Web Site Devoted to Science Fiction Visionary Philip K. Dick

Dickens, Charles
The Dickens Project
David Purdue's Charles Dickens Page (Biographisches, Bibliographie u.a.)
Dickens and Massachusetts A Tale of Power and Transformation - A Virtual Exhibition

Dickey, James
James Dickey in The Atlantic Gedichte von u. Artikel zu Dickey
James Dickey Newsletter & James Dickey Society

Dickinson, Emily
Emily Dickinson International Society
Dickinson Electronic Archives Writings, Teaching, Responses, Resources
Emily Dickinson Collection Amherst College Digital Collections

Didion, Joan

Domesday Book
Domesday Book The National Archives - resources, glossary, bibliography, images ...

Donne, John
John Donne (1572-1631)

Dreiser, Theodore
DreiserWebSource „brings together a host of written ephemera, original essays, and electronic texts related to the life and writings of Theodore Dreiser”

Du Bois, W.E.B.
W. E. B. Du Bois Papers, 1803-1999 (bulk 1877-1963) includes correspondence, speeches, articles, pamphlets, poetry and other items authored by the scholar and co-founder of the NAACP. In addition, the collection contains photographs, newspaper clippings, audio clips, and more. For those who can't make the trip to Amherst, the university has digitized nearly 100,000 items in this collection, which visitors can browse by type of material and by date

Dunbar, Paul Laurence
Paul Laurence Dunbar

Durrell, Lawrence
International Lawrence Durrell Society: Biography

Eliot, John
The Christian Commonwealth: or,The Civil Policy Of The Rising Kingdom of Jesus Christ An Online Electronic Text Edition

Eliot, T. S.

Ellis, Bret Easton
Flory, Alexander: "Out is in" : Bret Easton Ellis und die Postmoderne Diss., Univ. Heidelberg, 2006
Emerson, Ralph Waldo
The Complete Works of Ralph Waldo Emerson University of Michigan’s Humanities Text Initiative - Visitors can browse through these works if they so choose, or perform simple or proximity searches across the entire text

Fabian Society

Fabian Society Online Archive „Why are the many poor?“ is the title of the very first Fabian tract and its just one of around 580 such pamphlets which are now available on this site. In addition, some of the earliest Fabian Society minute books are also available online - London School of Economics and Political Science

Faulkner, William
William Faulkner on the Web The Library, Biography, The Town, Moving Picture House, Play Room, Carriage House, Faulkner Resources
Center for Faulkner Studies u.a. The Brodsky Collection, The Blotner Papers, Faulkneria, Links
William Faulkner Tonaufnahmen (u.a. Nobel Prize Acceptance Speech, kurze Exzerpte seiner Prosa) Absalom, Absalom! Electronic Interactive Chronology - W. Faulkner
The Faulkner Newsletter & Yoknapatawpha Review Archives & Special Collections: Digital Collections - University of Mississippi Libraries

Finch, Anne
The ANNE FINCH DIGITAL ARCHIVES ... was created by English scholars Jennifer Keith and Claudia Thomas Kairoff to accompany their book The Works of Anne Finch: A Critical Edition. Here, visitors can explore a handful of Finch's poems, which are accompanied by audio recordings, a short analytical essay, and links to related resources. ...

Fitzgerald, F. Scott
F. Scott Fitzgerald Centenary Homepage Univ. of South Carolina
F. Scott Fitzgerald - An Annotated Bibliography

Ford, Richard

Fowles, John
Pollheide, Jens. Postmodernist narrative strategies in the novels of John Fowles Diss.; Univ. Bielefeld, 2006

Franklin, Benjamin
The Papers of Benjamin Franklin Sponsored by The American Philosophical Society and Yale University / Digital Edition by The Packard Humanities Institute

Freeman, Mary E.
Roth, Yvonne. Polymphonen ihrer Zeit : Arbeit, Gemeinschaften und Körper im Romanwerk von Mary E. Wilkins Freeman (1852 - 1930) Diss.; Univ. Frankfurt am Main, 2003

Friel, Brian
Brian Friel Wikipedia

Fuller, Margaret
Christel-Maria Maas: Margaret Fuller's transnationales Projekt - Selbstdbildung, feminine Kultur und amerikanische Nationalliteratur nach deutschem Vorbild  
Diss.: Univ. Göttingen, 2004

Gaddis, William

The Gaddis Annotations  
Notes, sources, references for the great 20th-century novelist William Gaddis  
William Gaddis (1922-1998)  
Biographie u. Werkgeschichte (dt.spr. Website)

Gibbon, Edward

Gibbon, Edward (1737-1794)

Gilman, Charlotte Perkins

The Literature of Prescription  
Charlotte Perkins Gilman and „The Yellow Wall-Paper“  
Schlesinger Library Online Collection: Charlotte Perkins Gilman  
Collection of documents related to Charlotte Perkins Gilman (b. 1860, d. 1935), noted public intellectual and author of The Yellow Wallpaper: personal letters, original manuscripts, diary entries, photographs, and much more, ... recently been digitized to celebrate the sesquicentennial of Gilman's birth

Godwin, William

William Godwin's Diary  
Reconstructing a Social and Political Culture 1788-1836 - ...digital edition of the diary of William Godwin (1756-1836). Godwin's diary consists of 32 octavo notebooks. The first entry is for 6 April 1788 and the final entry is for 26 March 1836, shortly before he died. The diary is a resource of immense importance to researchers of history, politics, literature, and women's studies. It maps the radical intellectual and political life of the late eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries, as well as providing extensive evidence on publishing relations, conversational coteries, artistic circles and theatrical production over the same period  
The Shelley-Godwin Archive  
provides the digitized manuscripts of Percy Bysshe Shelley, Mary Wollstonecraft Shelley, William Godwin, and Mary Wollstonecraft, bringing together online for the first time ever the widely dispersed handwritten legacy of this uniquely gifted family of writers

Gothic Authors

Gothic Fiction  
Wikipedia

Grove, Frederick Philip

Müller, Markus M.: Disguise and Masquerade in Canadian Literature: The Works of Frederick Philip Grove and Robert Kroetsch  
Diss., Univ. Trier, 2002

Hardy, Thomas

Thomas Hardy 1840-1928  
Victorian Web

McEwan, Sarah: "The Inward and Outward Eye" - Shame and Guilt in the Work of Thomas Hardy  
Diss., Univ. Düsseldorf, 2003

Hawthorne, Nathaniel

Nathaniel Hawthorne Society  
u.a. Nathaniel Hawthorne Review, Other Web Sites of Interest  
Hawthorne in Salem  
The Hawthorne in Salem site celebrates his life and times in this very unique place. Created by the North Shore Community College in nearby Danvers, the site offers up an interactive timeline of dates from Hawthorne's life. Visitors can browse through six sections, including
Life & Times, Literature, and Buildings and Houses. The Maps area is a delight, offering maps of Salem Village, Salem in Hawthorne’s time, as well as Salem today. Accompanying articles also provide riveting insight into Salem around the time of Hawthorne’s birth in 1804. The site’s introductory video is also worth a look.

Nathaniel Hawthorne Bicentennial Exhibition Phillips Library

Hemingway, Ernest
The Hemingway Papers Artikel und Veröffentlichungen in der kanadischen Tageszeitung The Toronto Star
The Hemingway Project Collecting Stories About the Enduring Influence of Ernest Hemingway
The Ernest Hemingway Collection John F. Kennedy Presidential Library & Museum
Timeless Hemingway (u.a. Pictorial Retrospective, Quote Finder, Family Tree, Trivia, Links)
Ernest Hemingway in Oak Park, Illinois

Higginson, Thomas Wentworth
Writings of Thomas Wentworth Higginson Bürgerrechtler, Kämpfer gegen die Sklaverei u. militärische Konflikte

Hoccleve, Thomas
Thomas Hoccleve (1368-1450?) Luminarium

Holmes, Oliver Wendell
Oliver Wendell Holmes, Jr. Digital Collection Harvard Law School

Hopkins, Gerard M.

Howells, William Dean
Recht und Literatur als friedlose Konstellation: eine Arbeit zu ... William Dean Howells' An imperative duty Diss. von Wolfgang Hans Müller (FU Berlin, 2002)

Hughes, Langston
LANGSTON HUGHES PAPERS Beinecke Rare Book and Manuscript Library

Hughes, Ted
The Ted Hughes Homepage by Ann Skea Ph.D
Metamorphose als Text - Text als Metamorphose : Ovids Metamorphosen bei Ted Hughes Diss. von Thomas Thielen (Univ. Trier, 2002)

Hume, David
davidhume.org Texts, Bibliographies, Papers...

Hunt, Leigh
Leigh Hunt Online: The Letters more than 1600 letters have been digitized, and an excellent history of him can be found by clicking „Who is Leigh Hunt“

Hurston, Zora Neale
The Zora Neale Hurston Plays at the Library of Congress a selection of ten plays written by Hurston (1891-1960), author, anthropologist, and folklorist ... The plays reflect Hurston's life experience, travels, and research, especially her study of folklore in the African-American South Women’s History Month: Zora Neale Hurston Dramas

Hustvedt, Siri

BSZ Wiki - https://wiki.bsz-bw.de/
Siri Hustvedt Works - Biography - Resources

Huxley, Aldous
Aldous Huxley - somaweb.org Extensive Information Including Online Texts
Centre for Aldous Huxley Studies Universität Münster

James, Henry

The Henry James Scholar's Guide to Web Sites
Henry James and American Painting

Johnson, Jane
Guide to the Johnson, J. mss., ca. 1740-1759 The Jane Johnson Collection - digitalisierte Erziehungsdokumente der amerikanischen Mutter und Pädagogin

Jonson, Ben
Ben Jonson (1572 - 1637)

Joyce, James
JAMES JOYCE (1882-1941): INTERNET AND WORLD WIDE WEB RESOURCES (Websites zu Joyce)
James Joyce - The Brazen Head (Author Homepage)
A James Joyce Bibliography currently contains more than 1000 books and articles on Joyce's major works, making it one of the most extensive resources on the web for Dubliners, Portrait of the Artist, Ulysses and Finnegans Wake
James Joyce Scholars' Collection Ed. by David Hayman: digitalisierte Sekundärentexte zu Joyce From Dublin to Ithaca Cornell's James Joyce Collection Finnegans Web

Keats, John

"I shall ever be your dearest love": John Keats and Fanny Brawne This collection, from the Keats Collection at Harvard University, brings together items that illuminate their courtship, including a number of Keats's love letters to Brawne
THE KEATS LETTERS PROJECT, „the Keats Letters Project explores the poet's epistolary legacy by publishing each of his letters 200 years after the day it was written, along with „a critical commentary [and] a short dissertation, aiming to shed new light on the letters, reconceiving received ideas and offering reevaluations“

Kindersley, Jemima

The Travel Letters of Mrs Kindersley On this website, visitors can browse over 60 transcribed letters penned by Kindersley during her travels....(in 1764 to Salvador, Brazil, the Cape of Good Hope ... and Calcutta, India). These letters are tagged by a number of terms to aid in browsing, and are perhaps best explored via interactive map, where letters have been arranged by geographic location
Kroetsch, Robert

Lawrence, D. H.

D. H. Lawrence Poems (Lyrik von Lawrence in „Bartleby“)

L'Engle, Madeleine
A Wrinkle in Time: Resources for Teachers „On this official Madeleine L'Engle website (maintained by L'Engle's granddaughter, Charlotte Jones Voiklis) educators will find a collection of curricular resources for teaching the novel, including two study guides (courtesy of McGraw Hill and Dr. Betty Powers, respectively) a unit guide (courtesy of ReadWorks.org), and a lesson plan (created by Peter Royston for Stage Partners). In addition, the website includes a short video of physicist Dave Morgan explaining the existence of tesseracts“

Lessing, Doris
Doris Lessing: A Retrospective U. a. Her Life & Bibliography
Doris Lessing Wikipedia

Lewis, C. S.
Into the Wardrobe: A Web Site Devoted to C. S. Lewis

Lima, José Lezama
José Lezama Lima Papers

Lincoln, Abraham
Collected Works of Abraham Lincoln
The Papers of Abraham Lincoln a long-term, not-for-profit project dedicated to identifying, imaging, transcribing, annotating, and publishing in an open-access database all documents written by or to Abraham Lincoln during his lifetime (1809-1865)

Locke, John
John Locke Bibliography a comprehensive listing of publications by and about the English philosopher John Locke
The Digital Locke Project scholarly text edition of the manuscripts of the British philosopher John Locke (1632-1704) in the form of an XML-encoded database that is used simultaneously for an online version and the printed version of the manuscripts

Lodge, David
Sava, Ramona-Mihaela: Quest and conquest in the fiction of David Lodge Diss., Universität Würzburg, 2006

London, Jack
Jack London German Site
The Jack London Collection „This online collection, ... provides a wealth of material on London, including full-text versions of nearly all of his books, primary documents, and detailed bibliographies and finding aids. The site also provides a biography by Dr. Clarice Stasz of Sonoma State University, a good selection of photographs of London and his family, along with frequently-asked-questions section“
The World of Jack London „this site is a virtual cornucopia of all things Jack London, including full-text
version of his novels, rare articles penned by London, and copious amounts of information about his family and his ranch in the Sonoma Valley. Visitors can also look over a number of scholarly works related to London, including a complete bibliography of his poetry and the first English-language translation of Dr. Vil Bykov’s two volume biography of London”

**Longfellow, Henry Wadsworth**
*Henry Wadsworth Longfellow* A Maine Historical Society Web Site

**Lovecraft, Howard Phillips**
The H.P. Lovecraft Archive

**Lowell, Robert**
Robert Lowell

**Lydgate, John**
John Lydgate (c.1370-c.1451) Luminarium

**Lyriker**
Poets' Corner (Lyrik von fast 780 Dichtern; Schwerpunkt: anglo-amerik. Sprachraum)

**McCullers, Carson**
The Carson McCullers Project a bibliography of her work, and selections from various works,...; a list of critical resources on McCullers' work ...

**McGrath, Patrick**
Busch, Claudia: *Der Mann als Groteske - Rollenbilder und ihre Verzerrung bei Patrick McGrath* Diss., Univ. Bielefeld, 2003

**McKay, Claude**

Harlem Shadows: An Electronic Edition

**MacLean, Sorley**
Sorley MacLean Online Official Website

**Malcolm X**

The Malcolm X Project at Columbia University

**Marlowe, Christopher**
The Complete Works of Christopher Marlowe: An Electronic Edition

**Melville, Herman**
The Life and Works of Herman Melville
Melville Society On its website, American literature instructors and enthusiasts will find a number of resources of interest. One key contribution to literary scholarship is Leviathan: A Journal of Melville Studies, which the society publishes three times a year. In the Publications section of this website, visitors can explore select current and past issues of Leviathan available via Project Muse. In addition,
visitors will also find the complete, digitized archives of the Melville Society Extracts, a precursor to Leviathan published between 1969 and 2005

**MELVILLE ELECTRONIC LIBRARY** „a born-digital critical archive that features scholarly editions of all versions of all works by American poet and novelist Herman Melville; ... find a growing collection of Melville resources organized into three main parts: archive, editions, and projects, with each section building upon the preceding one"

**Charles Olson's Melville Project** The Charles Olson Research Collection

**John Marr and Other Sailors** An Online Electronic 'Facsimile' Text of the First Edition (1888)

**Timoleon, Etc.** An online electronic text of the first edition (1891)

**Recht und Literatur als friedose Konstellation: eine Arbeit zu Herman Melvilles Bartleby und Billy Budd...** Diss. von Wolfgang Hans Müller (FU Berlin, 2002)

**Miller, Arthur**

The Arthur Miller Society Official Web Site

Arthur Miller, Background & Biography Web English Teacher

**Milton, John**

John Milton Reading Room

**Citizen Milton** To celebrate the 400th anniversary of his birth, the Bodleian Library at Oxford University created this digital exhibition to complement their in situ exhibition. Curated by Sharon Achinstein, the site takes users on a tour of Milton's life through well-written narrative passages that are interspersed with digitized documents taken from the Bodleian's prodigious holdings

**Mississippi Writers**

The Mississippi Writers Page

**Morris, William**

The William Morris Society Website The site's main attractions are contained within four sections: „Life“, „Art“, „Writing“, and „Social Thought“

**Morrison, Toni**


Spies, Christine: Vernacular Traditions - The Use of Music in the Novels of Toni Morrison Diss., Univ. Trier, 2004

**Nabokov, Vladimir**


**Naipaul, V. S.**


**Nightingale, Florence**

The Florence Nightingale Digitization Project „...more than 2,300 letters handwritten or narrated by Florence Nightingale that for the first time are now available to researchers through a single source“
Oberlin, John Frederick

Oberlin's Namesake maps, prints, silhouettes, and religious texts - Oberlin College

O’Connor, Flannery

*Comforts of Home, a Site Dedicated to Flannery O’Connor* u.a. Biography, Online + Offline Essays

O’Henry = Porter, William Sidney

O’Henry

O’Neill, Eugene

eOneill.com An Electronic Eugene O’Neill Archive

Ockham, William of

William of Ockham - *Dialogus* (LATIN TEXT AND ENGLISH TRANSLATION)

Orwell, George

Orwell Diaries Tagebuch-Blog

Nikolic, Richard: *Ausprägungen der Kunstprosa in George Orwells Essays* Heidelberg, Univ., Diss., 2009

Owen, Wilfred

Wilfried Owen Audio Gallery> BBC History

Parker, Dorothy

Dot City: Dorothy Parker's New York

Paston Letters

*The Paston Letters (1422-1509)* Luminarium

Pepys, Samuel

The Diary of Samuel Pepys

Percy, Walker

The Walker Percy Project Literature, Fiction, Philosophy...

Pinter, Harold

HaroldPinter.org Plays, Films, Biography, Poetry, Prose, Politics, Acting, Directing, Publications... LITERATUR-NOBELPREIS-TRÄGER 2005

Plimpton, George

George Plimpton Man of Letters, Man of Action

Poe, Edgar Allen

The Edgar Allan Poe Digital Collection The digital collection incorporates images of all Poe manuscripts and letters at the Ransom Center with a selection of related archival materials, two books by Poe annotated by the author, sheet music based on his poems, and portraits from the Ransom Center collections. Poe’s manuscripts and letters are linked to transcriptions on the website of the Poe Society of Baltimore
The Museum of Edgar Allan Poe

The Poe Museum's excellent website is abundant with resources for teachers and students of Poe. Readers may like to start with Poe's Life, which provides a brief biography. Selected Works available on the site include such classics as The Raven, The Cask of Amontillado, and The Tell-Tale Heart."

The Edgar Allan Poe Society of Baltimore

Visitors may wish to begin with „The Collected Works of Edgar Allan Poe,“ which has been peer-reviewed by NINES and contains e-texts of all of Poe's poetry and fiction in multiple editions, as well as Poe's letters, essays, and other writings. ... the books The Poe Log: A Documentary Life of Edgar Allan Poe by Dwight R. Thomas and David K. Jackson and The Portraits and Daguerreotypes of Edgar Allan Poe (complete with illustrations); and full issues of Poe Studies / Dark Romanticism dating from 1968-1987. There is also a section devoted specifically to Poe's life in Baltimore, ...

The Sesquicentennial of the DEATH OF EDGAR ALLAN POE - A Commemoration

I Know Poe bio-bibliographische Website der Library of Virginia and des Poe Museums

Potter, Beatrix

The Beatrix Potter Society

The Beatrix Potter Society is registered as a charity in the United Kingdom and exists to promote the study and appreciation of the life and works of Beatrix Potter (1866 - 1943) who was not only the author of The Tale of Peter Rabbit and other classics of children's literature, but also a landscape and natural history artist, diarist, farmer and conservationist.

THE SCIENTIFIC TALE OF AUTHOR BEATRIX POTTER SCIENCE FRIDAY

Pynchon, Thomas R.

Top Sites about: Pynchon

Queen Victoria

Queen Victoria's Journals

Rawlings, Marjorie Kinnan

Marjorie Kinnan Rawling New World Encyclopedia

Richards, I. A.

I. A. [Ivor Armstrong] Richards (1893-1979)

Richardson, Samuel


Romantik (Lyrikerinnen)

British Women Romantic Poets, 1789-1832

Roosevelt, Eleanor

Eleanor Roosevelt Papers Project The Eleanor Roosevelt Papers Project is committed to making ER's documentary record available online and free-of-charge while maintaining the same high editorial standards as in our published Editions

Rossetti, Dante Gabriel

The Complete Writings and Pictures of Dante Gabriel Rossetti A Hypermedia Archive
Rowling, J. K.
J. K. Rowling - Official Site
The Harry Potter Lexicon
Pottermore by J.K. Rowling
Harry-Potter-Kiste (Fast) alles über Harry Potter

HARRY POTTER'S WORLD: RENAISSANCE SCIENCE, MAGIC, AND MEDICINE This digital exhibition highlights the relationships between the magic depicted in the Harry Potter universe and the „Renaissance traditions that played an important role in the development of Western science, including alchemy, astrology, and natural philosophy."

Roy, Arundhati
Arundhati Roy - The God of Small Things Invitation to World Literature

Rushdie, Salman

Russo, Richard

Salinger, J. D.
Salinger.Org

Scott, Walter
The Walter Scott Digital Archive

Scottow, Joshua
Joshua Scottow Papers

Sexton, Anne
Anne Sexton (1928 - 1974) Poetry Foundation
Anne Sexton (1928 - 1974) Modern American Poetry

Shakespeare

OpenSource Shakespeare Search Shakespeare's Works, Read the Texts - drei Suchfelder: Text, Concordance, Character Search
The Complete Works of William Shakespeare
SCETI: Schoenberg Center for Electronic Text and Image
The Interactive Shakespeare Project College of the Holy Cross, Worcester, Massachusetts - u.a.
Measure for Measure, The Virtual Globe Theatre
Internet Shakespeare Editions („The aim of the Internet Shakespeare Editions is to make scholarly, fully annotated texts of Shakespeare’s plays available in a form native to the medium of the Internet“)
The Oxford Shakespeare (Volltext-Ausgabe; Ed. by W.J. Craig, 1914)
The Plays of William Shakespeare
Folger Shakespeare Library
Shakespeare in Quarto “view and compare our 93 copies of the 21 Shakespeare plays“ - The British Library
Shakespeare's Sonnets ...full text of all Shakespeare's sonnets from Thomas Thorpe's 1609 edition
Absolute Shakespeare the essential resource for William Shakespeare's plays, sonnets, poems, quotes, biography and the legendary Globe Theatre
Shakespeare, William (Encyclopaedia Britannica Article)
The Cleveland Press Shakespeare Photographs Photographs from the Plays of William Shakespeare on Stage, Screen, Television, Opera, and Ballet
Sh:in:E - Shakespeare in European Culture Criticism, Research Material, Sources, Uses and Adapta
Shakespeare in Quarto: View the British Library's Digital Copies Online
Shakespeare in the Parlor This online exhibit, generated using images from the Prints in the Parlor cataloging and digitization project, considers the ways William Shakespeare (1564-1616) was pictured inside the covers of literary annuals and gift books in the nineteenth-century
Shakespeare's Life and Times introduces you to the world Shakespeare lived and worked in. This section of the Library is like a shelf of books, each of which is listed in the navigational bar to the left of your screen. Each book, in turn, is divided into chapters dealing with related topics
In Search of Shakespeare „the key details that shaped Shakespeare's life, and follow hypertext links to learn about the places and people that were an integral part of the his life as well...a glossary of relevant terms from the Elizabethan period, links to full-text versions of the Bard's works, and an interactive map of 16th century England“
Open Source Shakespeare Open Source Shakespeare attempts to be the best free Web site containing Shakespeare's complete works. It is intended for scholars, thespians, and Shakespeare lovers of every kind. OSS includes the 1864 Globe Edition of the complete works, which was the definitive single-volume Shakespeare edition for over a half-century
The Shakespeare Quartos Archive „The Shakespeare Quartos Archive expands the British Library's „Shakespeare in Quarto“ website into an online collection reproducing at least one copy of every edition of William Shakespeare’s plays printed in quarto before the theatres closed in 1642“
Shakespeare Biography with Plays and Quotes eNotes
Mr. William Shakespeare and the Internet
Shakespeare and the Players an online exhibition that will appeal to Shakespeare fans as well as lovers of vintage postcards. This collection .... features over 1,000 promotional postcards for Shakespearean plays performed in the United States and the United Kingdom during the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries
The Shakespeare Authorship Page Dedicated to the Proposition that Shakespeare Wrote Shakespeare
Shakespeare digital: Das Shakespeare-Bildarchiv Oppel - Hammerschmidt Darstellungen zu Shakespeares Dramen - ein Wegweiser
Shakespeare: Subject to Change „Developed to show the potential use of broadband cable in the classroom, this demonstration project from the Cable in the Classroom group details how the words of the immortal bard have been transformed and interpreted by a host of different individuals“
ShakespeareHelp.com (Interpretationen von 5 ausgew. Dramen: Hamlet, Macbeth, Merchant of Venice, Othello, Romeo and Juliet)
Shakespeare in American Life Folger Shakespeare Library - Stage and Screen, Education and Inspiration, The American Identity
Shakespeare High Your Shakespeare Classroom on the Internet (Shakespeare im Unterricht)
Shakespeare in Connotations A Journal for Critical Debate (Anglistisches Seminar der Univ. Münster)
Shakespeare Documented Celebrating 400 years of William Shakespeare with an online exhibition documenting Shakespeare in his own time - Bodleian Libraries at the University of Oxford, British Library, Folger Shakespeare Library, Shakespeare Birthplace Trust, The National Archives
Shakespeare Census attempts to locate and describe all extant copies of all editions of Shakespeare’s works through 1700, excluding the folios
Shakespeare Online
Shakespeare Oxford Society Home Page
The Shakespeare Resource Center
Shakespeare Resources
Shakespeare Searched „a search engine designed to provide quick access to passages from Shakespeare's plays and sonnets“
Shakespeare Staging „a survey of current information, opinions and visuals about...the original nature of Shakespearean performance during his lifetime, and of its development through four centuries thereafter“
The Shakespeare Web
Shakespeare's Globe Research Database (Research Database; the story of the original Globe Theatre; information about the construction)
Shakespeare's World invites individuals to explore and transcribe a number of handwritten manuscripts created during Shakespeare's lifetime. This project features a number of manuscripts that will be of interest to English scholars and historians, while also providing an opportunity for researchers and students to practice the art of paleography or 'the study and interpretation of historical handwriting'
Shakespeare Unlimited ... a thirty-minute podcast dedicated to all things related to the playwright and his enduring legacy. On this website, visitors can listen to all current and past episodes of Shakespeare Unlimited (as of this write up, 70 episodes in total) and also check out the transcript for each Episode ... Episodes frequently incorporate interviews with other experts and explore not only Shakespeare's work, but also topics related to Shakespeare's world and his impact on the world today
"To See or Not to See": Visualising Shakespeare's ... a web-based tool for the visualization and analysis of quantitative characteristics of Shakespeare plays. We use resources from the Folger Digital Texts as input data for our tool...Our tool interactively visualizes which character says what and how much at a particular point in time, allowing customized interpretations of Shakespeare plays on the basis of quantitative aspects... - Universität Regensburg
Touchstone: Co-operation and Partnership among UK Shakespeare Collections
William Shakespeare Biography and Works - The Literature Network
William Shakespeare: Background Information & Teaching Ideas Web English Teacher
William Shakespeare: Writer, Actor, Investor, Family Man Biography
William-Shakespeare.de (dt. Ressource)
William Shakespeare 1564-1616 (Online-Unterrichtsprojekt)
Arden: World of William Shakespeare fascinating online interactive game created by the Synthetic Worlds Initiative at Indiana University. Arden allows users to explore the world of Shakespeare's many plays in a highly interactive and user-friendly fashion
Illustrated Shakespeare „selections from twelve works by and about William Shakespeare..., originally published in places ranging from Philadelphia to Leipzig, dating 1826 - 1919. The books chosen for this digital collection are heavily illustrated versions of Shakespeare“
Shakespearean Insulter Beleidigungen auf Shakespeare-Niveau
HyperHamlet a dictionary-in-progress which does not tell us where phrases come from (as other dictionaries do), but rather where Hamlet's phrases have gone
William Shakespeare's King Lear u.a. Summary Reference, Character Reference, Complete Text,
Quotations, Gallery...

And There's the Humor of it: Shakespeare and the Four Humors Online-Ausst. der National Library of Medicine, Bethesda, Maryland


Shaw, George Bernard
George Bernard Shaw (1856-1950) Shaw's Plays, Other Works, Biographies/Studies

Shelley, Percy Bysshe
The Shelley-Godwin Archive provides the digitized manuscripts of Percy Bysshe Shelley, Mary Wollstonecraft Shelley, William Godwin, and Mary Wollstonecraft, bringing together online for the first time ever the widely dispersed handwritten legacy of this uniquely gifted family of writers

Shelley, Mary Wollstonecraft
The Shelley-Godwin Archive provides the digitized manuscripts of Percy Bysshe Shelley, Mary Wollstonecraft Shelley, William Godwin, and Mary Wollstonecraft, bringing together online for the first time ever the widely dispersed handwritten legacy of this uniquely gifted family of writers

Sherman, Alexie
Sherman Alexie u.a. biogr. Infos

Simpson, N. F.

Smith, Elizabeth Oakes
The Elizabeth Oakes Smith (1806-1893) Page

Spenser, Edmund
The Edmund Spenser Homepage
Centering Spenser: A Digital Resource for Kilcolman Castle presents an analysis and reconstruction of the poet's life and experiences at Kilcolman Castle, the now-ruined estate in Ireland where Spenser is believed to have written large parts of his masterpiece The Faerie Queene

Steele, Richard
The Spectator Text Project at the Center for Electronic Texts in the Humanities The Spectator / The Tatler / Plays

Stein, Gertrude
Gertrude Stein - brief biography

Steinbeck, John
John Steinbeck: Social Critic and Ecologist the seminar's new focus on examining how Steinbeck the ecologist influenced Steinbeck the writer. On this website, readers can view over fifty lesson plans composed by previous seminar participants (organized by text and theme). Visitors can also examine photographs of „Steinbeck Country“ taken by past participants in the Image Gallery. Instructors and Steinbeck fans alike will want to check out the About Steinbeck page, which features several essays and a slide Show
The Martha Heasley Cox Center for Steinbeck Studies offers a detailed biography of Steinbeck, a
detailed listing of his works, and a searchable online bibliography of secondary materials on Steinbeck. This bibliography contains over 6800 records, including magazine pieces, newspaper articles, journal articles, and full-length critical appraisals of his work

**Sterne, Laurence**
The Tristram Shandy Web IULM

**Stevenson, Robert Louis**
*Robert Louis Stevenson, 1850-1894* Thomas Cooper Library, University of South Carolina
*The Robert Louis Stevenson Website* „This fascinating site provides resources for academics, young people, and people with a general interest in Stevenson's life and literary musings“
*Robert Louis Stevenson* Luminarium
*Stevenson's Fables* Electronic Facsimile

**Südstaaten-Schriftsteller**
Library of Southern Literature: Collection of Electronic Texts Bibliography of Authors A - Z

**Swarthout, Glendon**
Glendon Swarthout Novels, Films, Screenplays, Plays, Family Books ...

**Swift, Jonathan**
*Jonathan Swift Archive* a digitized collection of Swift's writings, transcribed from their original print editions.... including „Gulliver's Travels“ and „A Modest Proposal"

**Swinburne, Algernon Charles**
The Swinburne Project A searchable electronic edition of the works of Algernon Charles Swinburne (1837-1909)

**Synge, John Millington**
The Journey of 'The Playboy' Playwright and director at Dublin’s Abbey Theatre, John Millington Synge (1871–1909) remains one of the most important figures in Irish drama. His most celebrated work, 'The Playboy of the Western World', caused riots when it was first performed in 1907 and has since been the subject of major revivals. Celebrating the 110th anniversary of its first performance, ‘The Journey of „The Playboy“’ illustrates the development of Synge’s most famous play, which follows Christy Mahon, on the run in the west of Ireland having 'murdered' his father.

**Tabori, George**


**Tagore, Rabindranath**
The Complete Works of Rabindranath Tagore TagoreWeb

**Tennent, William III**
*Travel Journal and Album of Collected Papers of William Tennent III (1740-1777)* University Libraries of South Carolina Digital Collections

**Terkel, Studs**
Studs Terkel Conversations With America
Tharoor, Shashi
Shashi Tharoor indischer Schriftsteller und der derzeitige Außenminister der indischen Regierung

Thomas, Dylan
Dylan Thomas Homepage Swansea : Leisure and Tourism
THE LIFE AND WORK OF DYLAN THOMAS written, designed, and copyright (except where otherwise noted) © by Willem Jonkman

Thoreau, Henry D.
The Writings of Henry D. Thoreau
The Thoreau Reader - The Works of Henry D. Thoreau, 1817-1862
Digital Thoreau Digital Thoreau provides tools to illuminate Thoreau’s creative process and facilitate thoughtful conversation about his words and ideas - a collaborative project of the State University of New York at Geneseo, The Thoreau Society, and The Walden Woods Project
Mapping Thoreau Country This site uses historical maps to organize and interpret documentary materials related to Thoreau's travels throughout Massachusetts. Clicking on the red map pins will open pages containing notes, images, quotes, and links to additional resources on Thoreau's contributions to American political, social, economic, and environmental thought. To view Thoreau's adventures in cartography, please click on Thoreau's Maps at the top of this page

Thurber, James
James Thurber Wikipedia

Tolkien, J.R.R.
The Tolkien Society
The Tolkien Society Publications by and about Christopher Tolkien
Deutsche Tolkien Gesellschaft e.V.
The Encyclopedia of Arda “…a tribute to and a celebration of the works of J.R.R. Tolkien. The site is intended to evolve into an illustrated hypertext encyclopedia of Tolkien's realms and peoples„
Faszination Tolkien - Herr der Ringe & Co. „Diese Seite beschäftigt sich mit den Hauptwerken von J. R. R. Tolkien“
Der Hobbit, Der Herr der Ringe und anderes von J.R.R. Tolkien Seite zum literarischen Werk Tolkiens v. Jürgen Kummer
Das Mittelerde-Portal
Die Tolkien-Welt Infos u. Hintergründe zu J.R.R. Tolkien, seinen Werken u. Mittelerde
Tolkien-Welt Die Quelle f. Mittelerde, Tolkien und Der Herr der Ringe
Sindarin-Lexikon Sprache in Mittelerde

Turnbull, Gavin
The Collected Poems of Gavin Turnbull Online

Twain, Mark

About.com - Mark Twain
Mark Twain in His Times Department of English, University of Virginia - This interpretive archive, drawn largely from the resources of the Barrett Collection, focuses on how „Mark Twain“ and his works were created and defined, marketed and performed, reviewed and appreciated. The goal is to allow readers, scholars, students and teachers to see what Mark Twain and His Times said about each other, in a way that can speak to us today
The Mark Twain House A National Historic Landmark
Mark Twain in the West collection of archival material relating to the author's time spent in Nevada and California

The Mark Twain Project this site provides access to thousands of his letters and other writings. The ultimate goal of the Project is to produce a digital critical edition, fully annotated, of everything Twain wrote

Mark Twain Quotations, Newspaper Collections & Related Resources by Barbara Schmidt

The Mark Twain Papers & Project Research Resources; Databases of Outgoing Letters, Incoming Letters; Source List of Abbreviations

Mark Twain’s Mississippi River This multimedia website created at Northern Illinois University explores his time in and around Big Muddy through a number of interactive maps, historic images, and audio content. By clicking on the Twain’s Life and Works section, visitors can read a number of essays written by Gregg Camfield of the University of the Pacific on such topics as the economic importance of the river during Twain’s life, as well as other pieces on related topics

Mark Twain: A Film Directed by Ken Burns This website is designed to complement their film on Twain which originally appeared on PBS

Updike, John


Van Vechten, Carl

Portraits by Carl Van Vechten LOC

Vonnegut, Kurt

Welcome to the Monkey House Or, How Kurt Vonnegut Changed Our Lives

Wallace, David Foster

David Foster Wallace's The Pale King Harry Ransom Center at the University of Texas at Austin

War Poets

The Poets Rupert Brooke, John McCrae, Wilfred Owen, Isaac Rosenberg, Alan Seeger, Edward Thomas

Warren, Robert Penn

ROBERT PENN WARREN 1905-1989
Robert Penn Warren The Academy of American Poets

Waugh, Evelyn

Konrad Jocksch. Gehalte, Grenzen und Widersprüche konservativer Kulturkritik im frühen Romanwerk Evelyn Waugh's Münster (Westfalen), Univ., Diss., 2005

Welty, Eudora

Eudora Welty Foundation the Eudora Welty Foundation was established in 1999 to celebrate her works and also to make sure that her various writings remain an essential part of academic curricula in high schools and colleges
Eudora Welty's "A Worn Path" in Graphical Representation This enriching site from the National Endowment for the Humanities offers an unusual inroad to Welty's classic short story, „A Worn Path.“ Educators can access guiding questions, learning objectives, background, preparation instructions, lesson activities, and assessment...

Wharton, Edith
The Edith Wharton Society

Whistler, James McNeill
The Correspondence of James McNeill Whistler

Whitman, Walt
The Walt Whitman Archive
Walt Whitman Papers in the Charles E. Feinberg Collection The LoC's Charles E. Feinberg Collection is home to an impressive 28,000 items related to poet Walt Whitman. These items include personal correspondence, drafts of poetry and essays, and a fascinating collection of Memorabilia, including the poet's spectacles and watch. Fortunately, many of the the items in this collection, which was acquired by the Library of Congress between 1952 and 2011, are now digitized
Revising Himself: Walt Whitman and Leaves of Grass LoC Online-Ausstellung
Poet at Work: Walt Whitman Notebooks 1850s -1860s Recovered Notebooks from the Thomas Biggs Harned Walt Whitman Collection
Mickle Street Review An Electronic Journal of Whitman and American Studies

Wilde, Oscar
The Oscar Wilde Collection digitalisierte Werkausgabe
Manuscripts and Letters of Oscar Wilde The Morgan Library in New York City presents a digital version of a slim (50 handwritten pages) bound volume of manuscripts and letters by Oscar Wilde

Williams, Tad
Tad Williams

Williams, Tennessee
Tennessee Williams The Mississippi Writers Page
Tennessee Williams Web English Teacher

Wilson, August
August Wilson Web English Teacher

Wollstonecraft, Mary
The Shelley-Godwin Archive provides the digitized manuscripts of Percy Bysshe Shelley, Mary Wollstonecraft Shelley, William Godwin, and Mary Wollstonecraft, bringing together online for the first time ever the widely dispersed handwritten legacy of this uniquely gifted family of writers

Woolf, Virginia
The Virginia Woolf Society of Great Britain u. a. Virginia Woolf Bulletin, Resources
Links to Web Sites on Virginia Woolf
Woolf on the Web private Website
The International Virginia Woolf Society Web Page u. a. Bibliography, Links
Virginia Woolf BBC Four
Baradaran Jamili, Leila: Virginia Woolf - Travelling, Travel Writing and Travel Fictions Diss., FU Berlin, 2006

Woolrich, Cornell
Cornell Woolrich (1903-1968)

**Wordsworth, William**

*From Goslar to Grasmere: William Wordsworth - Electronic Manuscripts* „this site brings together manuscript materials for two important texts by William Wordsworth: Prelude and Home at Grasmere*

*Lyrical Ballads Bicentenary Project* Wordsworth und Coleridge

*The Wordsworth Trust* „The Trust operates Dove Cottage and the adjacent Wordsworth Museum near the village of Town End, Grasmere, places in the English Lake District where Wordsworth lived and wrote between 1799 and 1808*

**Wyclif, John**

*THE LATIN WORKS OF JOHN WYCLIF; A SEARCHABLE DATABASE OF THE PRIMARY TEXTS* Wyclif, who was also a Biblical translator and seminary professor at Oxford, „conducted to nearly a century of religious dissent in late-medieval England and to England's first popular heretical movement, known as the Lollards.“ On this website, which was created by Fordham University theology professor J. Patrick Hornbeck, students of theology and philosophy can explore the works that Wycliff offered in Latin

**Anglistik, Amerikanistik Teil 1**

Zurück zu Anglistik, Amerikanistik Teil 1: A - Z
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